Increased dispersion of action potential duration across cardiac tissue has long been considered an important substrate for the development of most electrical arrhythmias. Although this dispersion has been studied previously by characterizing the static intrinsic gradients in cellular electrophysiology and dynamical gradients generated by fast pacing, few studies have concentrated on gradients generated solely by structural effects. Here we show how boundaries and geometry can produce spatially dependent changes in action potential duration (APD) in otherwise homogeneous and isotropic tissue, where all the cells have the same APD in the absence of diffusion. Electrotonic currents due to coupling within the tissue and at the tissue boundaries can generate dispersion, and the profile of this dispersion can change dramatically depending on tissue size and shape, action potential morphology, tissue dimensionality, and stimulus frequency and location. The dispersion generated by pure geometrical effects can be on the order of tens of milliseconds, enough under certain conditions to produce conduction blocks and initiate reentrant waves.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that electrical activity in cardiac tissue generally is spatially heterogeneous, with variations in action potential shapes and durations across the tissue [1] . This heterogeneity can arise either from static or dynamical processes. Static heterogeneity generally is associated with intrinsic gradients in cellular electrophysiology [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] or cell-to-cell coupling [7] occurring throughout the tissue. Even without static heterogeneity, the underlying nonlinear dynamics of cardiac tissue [8, 9] can produce bifurcations and heterogeneity in repolarization at fast pacing rates [10, 11] . These dynamically induced heterogeneities also can give rise to spatial gradients, such as those associated with spatially concordant and discordant alternans [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Although standard static and dynamical heterogeneities have been studied widely, very little is known about the role geometrical properties play in determining the spatial distribution of action potential properties in tissue. Even when the depolarizing wave propagates at a constant velocity, differences in repolarization can occur from loading effects at the boundaries or site of stimulation. As a result, the action potential duration (APD), which for a given propagating wave is defined at every point as the difference between the repolarization and depolarization times, can vary spatially. The effects of wavefront curvature [14] , obstacles [15, 16] , tissue bath [17] , boundaries [18, 19] , and interactions with intrinsic heterogeneities [20] have been investigated previously, but other properties like tissue size, shape, and dimensionality as well as stimulus properties, all of which can influence spatial heterogeneity, have not been studied quantitatively. These effects arise even in otherwise homogeneous tissue and are mediated by electrotonic (diffusive) currents between neighboring cells. As a result, the shape of the action potential (AP) [21] also impacts the way in which APD is distributed in tissue.
This manuscript focuses on the importance of tissue structure in determining the spatial distribution of APD in otherwise homogeneous tissue. In particular, we will discuss how properties including tissue geometry, size and dimensionality; stimulus frequency and location; and AP shape all can contribute significantly to the overall spatial distribution of APD in the absence of intrinsic electrophysiological gradients.
METHODS

Models of cardiac action potentials
Two different models of cardiac action potentials were used. In many cases, we used the FoxMcHarg-Gilmour (FMG) model [22] , which is a robust description of canine ventricular cells. To demonstrate how action potential shape can influence boundary effects, the three-variable phenomenological model of Cherry and Fenton [21] was used with two different parameter sets that achieve the same action potential duration but with different action potential shapes. For consistency with Ref. [21] , we refer to the two parameter sets as Model 1 and Model 2. All parameter values are as given in the original references, with the exception of four parameters in Model 1, which were adjusted to ensure the conduction velocities of Model 1 and Model 2 were equal and to fine-tune the APDs of the two parameter sets to produce identical values at the stimulus site in a 4 cm x 4 cm square geometry. The modified parameter values for Model 1 are as follows: 
Computational methods
The model equations were integrated using the explicit Euler method. For the FMG model, the spatial resolution was 0.0125 cm and the time step size was 0.02 ms. For Model 1 and Model 2, the spatial and temporal resolutions were 0.01 cm and 0.02 ms, respectively. The diffusion coefficient was set to 0.001 cm 2 /ms, and no-flux boundary conditions were used throughout. For non-rectangular geometries, the phase-field method [23, 24] was used to implement the no-flux boundary conditions. Central stimulus sites were chosen to be the smallest possible square regions able to produce a propagating wave, which in most cases was 7x7 computational nodes for both models. Line stimuli were chosen to be the same width (7 computational nodes) to facilitate comparison. For the three-dimensional cases, spherical regions of diameter 11 nodes were used, and the comparisons in one and two dimensions used linear and circular stimulus regions with the same diameter. The three-dimensional simulations were run in parallel using MPI on 40 processors of the Cray XT3 system at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center.
Measurement of depolarization and repolarization times and APD
Depolarization time was measured as the time when the voltage reached 10 percent of its full depolarization. Similarly, repolarization time was measured as the time when the voltage repolarized to the same voltage value, corresponding to 90 percent of the resting membrane potential. In both cases, linear interpolation was used to obtain more resolved timing data. APD was measured as the difference between the repolarization and depolarization times, as indicated in Fig. 1A . Gradients in any of these values were measured as the difference between the maximum and minimum values obtained over the entire domain.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Boundary effects in a one-dimensional cable
Boundaries strongly influence the spatial distribution of APD, primarily through alterations in repolarization. Following a centrally applied stimulus, during depolarization, locations at the boundaries show almost no difference from other sites; if propagation occurs at a spatially constant velocity, depolarization time by definition varies linearly with distance from the site of stimulation. However, the reflecting nature of no-flux boundary conditions affects the evolution of the action potential along the boundary. For example, in a one-dimensional cable, during repolarization most cells find themselves with one neighbor that is more depolarized (farther from the stimulus site) and one neighbor that is more repolarized (closer to the stimulus site); i.e., there is an asymmetry because of the direction of propagation, as shown in Fig. 1B . At the boundary, this condition does not hold; there is no longer a neighbor that is more depolarized. The loss of the more depolarized neighbor at the boundary increases the repolarizing electrotonic current arising from diffusive coupling, thereby accelerating repolarization and shortening APD. In the case where a uniform stimulus is applied to the entire domain, there is no asymmetry, and every cell will produce an APD equal to the APD produced by a single (uncoupled) cell. Fig. 1C shows the spatial profiles that arise for the FMG model in onedimensional cables stimulated at the left edge, in the center of the cable, or everywhere at once. The non-stimulated edges of the domain for edge and center stimuli have APDs that are substantially shorter than the longest APDs, which occur at the stimulus sites (because during repolarization the neighbors of the stimulus site are always more depolarized, leading to APD prolongation). For sites in between the stimulus location and the boundaries, APD varies smoothly but non-uniformly for sufficiently long cables, with steeper gradients closer to the stimulus site and boundaries.
Spatial profiles in square geometries
The effects of boundaries on the spatial distribution of APD in two-dimensional domains are similar but result in more complicated spatial patterns. Fig. 2 shows depolarization, repolarization, and APD profiles using the FMG model from small (2 cm x 2 cm) and large (4 cm x 4 cm) square geometries along with a comparison of the data from the interior 2 cm x 2 cm square portion of the larger square with data from the smaller square. Note that all depolarization and repolarization figures panels show isochrones, but in the APD panels the lines represent lines of equal APD. Depolarization proceeds linearly from the centrally located stimulus and isochrones of depolarization time form concentric circles. Differences in depolarization between the small and large squares can be seen only at the boundaries and are slight: the difference in depolarization time at the edge of the small square compared with the corresponding location in the interior of the large square is less than 2 percent. However, the pattern for repolarization is substantially different both qualitatively and quantitatively. Isochrones of repolarization transition from concentric circles near the stimulus site to curves that are normal to the boundaries. Furthermore, in the small square, the gradient in repolarization time is only 8.0 ms, compared to 27.9 ms for the depolarization gradient. In the large square the repolarization gradient (35.4 ms) is a larger fraction of, but is still significantly smaller than, the depolarization gradient (55.5 ms), indicating the homogenizing effects of electrotonic coupling over the course of the action potential. The edges of the small square repolarize 10.1 ms earlier than the corresponding locations in the interior of the larger square.
APD is defined as the difference between repolarization time and depolarization time and necessarily must smooth out the differences in the isochrone patterns of depolarization and repolarization. This can be seen as a transition in the APD isochrones from circles near the stimulus site to squares with rounded corners closer to the boundary, where APD values are smaller. It is important to note that the "squarish" shape of the spatial APD profile arises from the shape of the domain and the effects of geometry, rather than from insufficient spatial resolution. In fact, the APs are well resolved on both the wave front and the wave back, as seen in Fig. 1B . Fig. 2 also shows APD prolongation near the stimulus site. This occurs because the stimulus site is the first location to repolarize, and its still-depolarized neighbors delay repolarization, the opposite of what is seen at the boundaries. In the larger square, it can be seen that the isochrones are more crowded near the boundaries and near the stimulus site, so that the region in between has smaller APD gradients. The total gradient in APD is nearly identical for the small and large squares (19.9 ms and 20.1 ms, respectively), a value larger than the repolarization gradient in the small square but smaller than the repolarization gradient in the large square. For both sizes, the magnitude of the depolarization gradient is still the largest, with diffusive coupling making repolarization, and therefore APD, more homogeneous. In comparing the APD at the edge of the smaller square and at the corresponding location in the larger square, it is seen that the repolarization difference is nearly identical to the difference in APD, about 9.6 ms.
Influence of action potential shape through electrotonic currents
Although the boundaries have a strong effect on the overall distribution of APDs, the shape of the action potential also can have a significant influence on the specific spatial distribution. This is because the boundary effects are mediated through electrotonic currents, which in turn are affected by action potential shape [21] . To illustrate this effect, we used a different model [21] with two different parameter sets that match in stimulus site APD and conduction velocity but have different action potential shapes, as shown in Fig. 3 . Model 1 has a slower repolarization phase that gives it a more triangular shape, whereas Model 2 has a faster repolarization phase and a more square shape. Figure 3 shows the depolarization and repolarization times and APD profiles for the two models in a 4 cm x 4 cm square. Depolarization profiles for the two models are nearly identical, as expected, but subtle differences during repolarization contribute to differences in APD. In particular, as shown in the spatial profile of APD through the center of the squares, the APDs match exactly at the stimulus site but reach different minima at the edges, resulting in a larger overall APD gradient for Model 2 (13 ms) than for Model 1(11 ms). In addition, the spatial profiles differ qualitatively: Model 1"s profile is more symmetric, whereas the profile for Model 2 decreases over a longer distance from the stimulus site before reaching its inflection point.
Boundary effects in rectangular geometries
Similar effects can be seen in narrower rectangular geometries that allow the boundary effects from two opposite edges to be felt sooner and more strongly. Fig. 4 shows depolarization and repolarization times along with APD distributions in rectangles 2 and 4 cm long and 0.75 cm wide using the FMG model. In this case depolarization isochrones show a stronger boundary influence from the left and right edges as the wave fronts are pulled normal to the boundaries while they propagate away from the stimulus site, especially in the longer rectangle, where depolarization isochrones are nearly parallel to the top and bottom edges by the time they reach them. Repolarization shows an even stronger influence from the boundaries: all isochrones are essentially parallel to the top and bottom edges, and no indication of the initial radial propagation from the stimulus site can be seen. In the distribution of APD, the isochrones take on a pattern between those of depolarization and those of repolarization, as in the square geometries. In this case, the pattern quickly transitions from circular to elliptical and, after reaching the left and right boundaries, evolves to form lines increasingly parallel to the top and bottom edges. In the larger rectangle, prominent U-shaped isochrones form between the regions with elliptical and parallel isochrones. As in the square geometries, the difference in repolarization times between the smaller rectangle and the same-size interior portion of the larger rectangle is more pronounced than the difference in depolarization times and accounts for the difference in APD. However, the repolarization gradient again is small in comparison to the depolarization gradient, reaching only 26 and 62 percent of the depolarization gradient in the small and large rectangles, respectively. Over the course of the action potential, electrotonic currents between neighboring cells serve to smooth out differences, making repolarization more uniform.
Comparing the APD distributions of the FMG model from the square and rectangular geometries highlights the effects of the closer left and right boundaries in the rectangles, as shown in Fig. 5 . The largest differences are concentrated at the left and right edges, but differences in APD are also apparent along the top and bottom edges, especially in the shorter rectangles. Along vertical lines through the centers of the squares and rectangles, the APD spatial profile varies depending on the length and, to a lesser degree, on geometry, with the APD in the rectangles (dashed) decreased by 1-3 ms compared with the APD in the corresponding squares (solid). The profile shape also varies qualitatively, from a steep, nearly linear decrease from center to edge in the smallest geometries to more S-shaped in the largest. Along horizontal lines through the centers, the rectangles show a nearly linear decrease in APD from center to edge, but the APD reached at the edge is 5-7 ms longer than the edge APD values in the corresponding squares. In addition, the edge value reached in the squares depends on the size of the square, with larger squares featuring smaller APDs at the edges. Similar differences can be seen for Model 1 and Model 2, as shown in Fig. 6 . Although the APDs along a horizontal center line through the rectangles are nearly identical for the two models, the isochrones for Model 1 transition more quickly away from the circular and elliptical patterns present near the stimulus site and also exhibit sharper gradients in APD close to the boundaries. As a result, compared to Model 2, Model 1 shows a larger region between the stimulus site and the boundaries where APD changes quite slowly and the isochrones are less crowded. In addition, Model 2 exhibits a greater decrease in APD along the top and bottom edges of the rectangle compared to the corresponding square than Model 1 does.
The effects of geometry on APD are further demonstrated in Fig. 7 , where the APD distribution using the FMG model in a 4 cm x 4 cm square is compared with rectangles 4 cm long of varying widths. Overall, the narrower rectangles show greater differences in APD in their central regions when compared with the corresponding interior portion of the square, while the wider rectangles show greater differences at the left and right edges but only minimal differences in their interiors. Two other trends are apparent. First, the maximum APD, which is achieved at the stimulus site, increases linearly as the rectangle width is increased for narrow widths, as shown in Fig. 7 . For rectangles wider than about 1.4 cm (0.7 cm from the stimulus site to the left and right edges), this dependence begins to disappear, and when the distance from the stimulus site to the edges is at least 1 cm, the APD at the stimulus site saturates and remains essentially independent of width. The decrease in stimulus site APD with decreasing width can be understood as the greater repolarizing influence of closer boundaries felt at the stimulus site. Models 1 and 2 demonstrate similar behavior (not shown), with linear fits of APD max up to widths of 1.2 cm. A second trend is that the minimum APD reached at the edges decreases exponentially with increasing width. Figure 7 shows this decrease in APD, with the APD saturating as the geometry becomes square. Again, Models 1 and 2 behave similarly (not shown), with a lower value of APD min reached by Model 2. In other words, narrower domains cannot support spatial gradients as pronounced as those observed in wider domains. In both cases, boundary effects can be observed at distances larger than the typical value of the space constant for sub-threshold pulses, which is generally estimated to be around 0.35-1 mm [25] .
Influence of corners in rectangular geometries
Rectangular geometries, while simple, introduce straight surfaces and 90-degree corners although propagation proceeds radially. To separate the effects of geometry from pure boundary effects, we characterized gradients in circular geometries with diameters of 2 cm and 4 cm. Fig. 8 shows the spatial distribution of APDs in the two sizes of circles as well as the difference in APD between the smaller circle and the interior of the larger circle. By using circular geometries, the influence of corners, which could potentially serve as current sinks, was eliminated, and curvature effects were controlled because the wavefront curvature was dependent only on the distance from the circle centers. The boundaries of the small circle in this case decreased APD by as much as 7.1 ms for the FMG model and 4.3 and 3.1 ms for Models 1 and 2, respectively, compared with the interiors of the large circles. As shown in Fig. 8B , the spatial profiles differ between Model 1 and Model 2. Because the boundary effects of Model 2 are concentrated further from the stimulus site, with a decreased edge APD and inflection point closer to the edge compared to Model 1, the APD gradients in both circles are smaller for Model 1 (11.6 and 11.7 ms for the small and large circles, respectively) than for Model 2 (12.1 and 12.9 ms for the small and large circles, respectively). For comparison, the profiles along horizontal center lines from squares whose edges have lengths equal to the circle diameters are shown. The maximum differences between APDs in the circular and square geometries at any location were 1.1 and 0.8 ms for the FMG model, 0.8 and 0.4 ms for Model 1, and 0.7 and 0.3 ms for Model 2 in the 2 and 4 cm diameter circles, respectively. Thus, although the presence of corners further decreases the APD near the edges, the predominant effects arise from the boundaries themselves.
Effects of dimensionality
Electrotonic loading effects associated with dimensionality also affect APD profiles. Figure 9 shows depolarization and repolarization time and APD profiles from a one-dimensional cable, a diameter of a two-dimensional circle, and a diameter of a three-dimensional sphere for Models 1 and 2. The primary difference occurs at the stimulus site, where the maximum APD increases linearly with the system dimensionality. Although curvature effects, especially for high curvatures [14] , could potentially be involved in differences between the one-and twodimensional systems, the curvature for the two-and three-dimensional systems is identical; nonetheless, the APDs are different. The depolarization and repolarization time profiles indicate that electrotonic effects are involved. Depolarization times differ slightly at the edges, with the time increasing with dimensionality. Although circular or spherical regions of identical radius were stimulated, electrotonic loading effects made propagation easier in one dimension, where each excited cell only needed to depolarize one neighbor for successful impulse conduction, and correspondingly more difficult in two and three dimensions, where smaller numbers of cells had to depolarize larger numbers of cells. Hence, propagation initially is fastest in one dimension and slowest in three dimensions, before the velocities in all three cases become the same. During repolarization, the situation is reversed. Electrotonic effects from tissue still stimulated are more pronounced with increasing system dimension and thus serve to delay repolarization at the stimulus site. Figure 9 shows that the largest gradient in the repolarization time profile occurs for the one-dimensional cable and that the smallest gradient occurs for the three-dimensional sphere. The delayed repolarization associated with higher system dimension therefore results in an increased APD at the stimulus site, as well as a slightly decreased reduction in APD at the boundary.
Effects of stimulus frequency
Because electrotonic effects are influenced by action potential shape, which changes as a function of pacing rate, the frequency of stimulation also can affect the spatial distribution of APD, as shown in Fig. 10 . For the FMG model, decreasing the cycle length results in decreased APD everywhere in the tissue (Fig. 10A ) but very similar profiles. Indeed, by subtracting the APD at the stimulus site and plotting the resulting profiles together (Fig. 10B) , the APD profiles are nearly identical, although longer cycle lengths result in slightly decreased APD values at the edges. Fig. 10C shows the APD gradient between the stimulus site and edges and indicates the reduced APD gradient as the cycle length is decreased, as well as the gradients present during long and short beats during alternans. Dividing the APD gradient by the APD at the stimulus site gives the relative APD gradient shown in Fig. 10D . Although the absolute gradients at long cycle lengths are larger, the larger APD values at these cycle lengths result in lower relative gradients. In addition, the relative gradients during the long alternans beats appear to fall on the same curve as the relative gradients outside of the alternans region. Models 1 and 2 exhibit somewhat different behavior. Subtracting the APD at the stimulus site and plotting profiles from several different cycle lengths together results in superimposed profiles (Fig. 10E ) and nearly constant APD gradients (Fig. 10G-H) for Model 1, but not for Model 2 (Fig. 10F) , where shorter cycle lengths produce larger gradients (Fig. 10G-H) . Even the averaged values of the APDs for long and short beats during alternans (shown for two cycle lengths as solid and dashed colors in Fig. 10E and F) aligned with the shifted profiles for Model 1, but not for Model 2, even though the APD gradients overall are significantly larger during alternans for Model 1.
Influence of stimulus location
Because the boundaries exhibit significant effects on action potentials, altering the size and location of the stimulus site relative to the boundaries can modify the APD profile. Figure 11 shows how vertical and horizontal stimuli (which effectively transform the domain to be onedimensional) result in different spatial profiles as well as different maximum and minimum APDs in a rectangular geometry for Models 1 and 2. The center stimulation, not surprisingly, results in the greatest overall gradient, with the horizontal stimulation achieving a slightly smaller maximum APD because boundary effects are felt sooner when the stimulus spans opposite boundaries. Although the gradient across the middle horizontally is nearly the same for the center and vertical stimulation sites, the entire profile is shifted negatively toward shorter APDs for the vertical simulation case. The maximum APD is larger for the center stimulus because of electrotonic loading effects associated with dimensionality, as discussed previously. The differences in spatial profiles arising because of different electrotonic currents in the two models are quite apparent. Although the depolarization profiles and the APDs recorded at the stimulus site are nearly identical, the minimum APDs achieved at the edges are smaller for Model 2.
Even more striking, APDs are as much as 2.5 ms shorter for Model 2 than for Model 1 at the same location in the interior of the domain (1.5 ms shorter at the boundaries), despite identical APDs at the stimulus site.
With more complex geometries and different variations in stimulus site, APD profiles can become increasingly complex. Figure 12 shows APD distributions from Models 1 and 2 in a triangular geometry with three different stimulus locations. The maximum and minimum APD values, the overall APD gradient, and the shape of the distribution can vary significantly. For instance, the maximum APD and APD gradient along horizontal center lines are largest for the top-shifted stimulus and smallest for the right-shifted stimulus, with Model 2 producing larger gradients despite having slightly smaller APD max values. The overall gradients in APD are 12.8, 11.3 ms, and 13.0 ms for Model 1 and 13.5, 12.1, and 14.0 ms for Model 2 for the center, rightshifted, and top-shifted stimulus locations, respectively. Similar behavior can be seen for the FMG model in a geometry corresponding to a transverse slice of canine ventricles [26] . Figure 13 shows the APD distributions arising from stimuli located in the septum, right ventricle (RV), and left ventricle (LV). Along with expected APD maxima located at the stimulus site and decreased APDs near the boundaries, other new phenomena emerge. For example, APD is decreased at sites where wave fronts propagating toward each other collide (in the LV and RV for the septum stimulus, in the LV and septum for the RV stimulus, and in the septum and RV for the LV stimulus). In addition, APD is prolonged secondary to propagation slowing when the wave must travel around the sharp cusps where the RV and septum meet. This prolongation is especially pronounced with the RV stimulus and is present to a smaller degree with the septum stimulus. For the LV stimulus case, this prolongation does not occur because the wave does not need to make the sharp bend around the cusps. The prolongation is also absent in all cases in the LV because of the smooth geometry of the LV chamber (no cusps are present).
In examining APD profiles within the tissue along a horizontal section, significant differences can be seen, as shown in the lower panels of Fig. 13 . In the center panel, the profiles pass through the stimulus site in all cases, but the APD achieved at the stimulus location depends on the distance from the stimulus to the boundary. As such, the largest APD at the stimulus site occurs when the stimulus is located in the LV (the thickest region) and the smallest stimulus site APD is generated by the RV stimulus. Analyzing the APD distribution near the cusps, as shown in the right panel, indicates that pronounced differences in APD can be observed when the front must propagate around the cusp. This effect is most prominent for the RV stimulus case, with the local gradient increasing significantly and achieving at the cusps an APD value larger than that what is seen at the stimulus site. The APD gradients produced in this realistic geometry suggest that boundary and geometry effects may lead to a dispersion of refractoriness independent of any intrinsic or dynamically induced heterogeneity of APD and could contribute to the development of a potentially arrhythmogenic substrate [27] .
Conclusion
Even in the absence of well characterized static and dynamic heterogeneity, tissue boundaries and geometry can give rise to APD gradients in cardiac tissue that have the potential to facilitate conduction block and arrhythmia development. Dispersion of APD in this case arises from the diffusive electrotonic currents between neighboring cells that allow for wave propagation in cardiac tissue. At the tissue boundaries, cells are never adjacent to tissue that is more depolarized during repolarization, and so the boundaries act as a sink where APD is abbreviated. Local stimulation can increase APD gradients because the site of stimulation is the only location during repolarization where cells are never adjacent to tissue that is more repolarized, leading to the presence of a source where APD is prolonged. These effects can be compounded by AP morphology, which can modulate APD spatial profiles; tissue dimensionality, where differences in electrotonic loading lead to APD prolongation at the stimulus site; tissue size and shape, including the presence of sharp cusps or corners; and stimulus location. Influence of dimensionality on the distribution of depolarization and repolarization times and APD on a one-dimensional cable 2 cm long (solid), along a diameter of a twodimensional circle 2 cm in diameter (dashed), and along a diameter of a three-dimensional sphere 2 cm in diameter (dash-dots). Although the APDs at the boundaries are nearly the same, the APD at the stimulus site increases with dimensionality because of electrotonic effects that increasingly delay repolarization as the dimension increases. Figure 10 . APD gradients as a function of cycle length using (A-D) the FMG model and (E-H) Models 1 and 2 in a 4 cm x 4 cm square geometry. A. APDs along center lines for cycle lengths of 500, 400, 300, 250, and 220 ms (top to bottom). B. APD profiles plotted as the difference from the APD at the stimulus site. When adjusted for maximum APD, the profiles nearly coincide. C-D. Magnitude of APD spatial gradient as a function of cycle length (during alternans, gradients for both long and short action potentials are shown). Although the APD gradient increases slightly for long cycle lengths, the relative gradient actually decreases because the APDs themselves are longer. The maximum gradients occur during alternans, up to a maximum of about 13% of the stimulus site APD. E-F. Difference in APD from the APD at the stimulus site along center lines for cycle lengths of 1000, 500, 400, 350 ms (black, top to bottom). The APD difference averaged for long and short cycle lengths is shown for cycle lengths of 315 (color, solid) and 300 ms (color, dashed). For Model 1, as for the FMG model, the profile is nearly independent of cycle length, even for averages during alternans. In contrast, Model 2 experiences larger decreases in APD at the tissue edges as the cycle length is decreased, and the average profiles during alternans have different shapes than the profiles without alternans. G-H. Magnitude of APD spatial gradient as a function of cycle length (during alternans, gradients for both long and short action potentials are shown). Both the absolute and relative APD gradients increase for shorter cycle lengths without alternans for Model 2, whereas only the relative gradient increases for Model 1. The maximum gradients during alternans reach a maximum of about 50 percent of the stimulus site APD for Model 1 and about 30 percent for Model 2. For the cycle lengths shown, alternans is discordant only for Model 1 at 290, 300, and 315 ms. 
